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RIDERIDE
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BEAST 
MODE
IIS WITHINS WITHIN 
REACH

You know what you want from your boat. But do you know 

what Regulator really delivers? Explore our fleet and latest 

options here, then head to regulatormarine.com to build your 

boat, schedule a sea trial, and experience that Regulator Ride.
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our fleet ........................ 8 - 25

your options ................ 26 - 37

become an owner ....... 38 - 40
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BUILD

RIDE
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that feeling that

LEAVES YOU
NEVER
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‘WELL, YEAH...’  ROBERT WILSON 

Without this boat, traveling over 140 miles round trip wouldn’t be feasible, and we’d never 

get a shot at a tournament-winning fish @team_reel_dreams BOW DOWN TO THAT BIG 

BEAUTIFUL BOW @PATRIYACHTIC Tell Santa to leave one in my stocking! Trey Walker  These 

are amazing boats. My youngest even caught his first swordfish on it! David Schapals I LOVE BEING THE 

SMALLEST BOAT IN A TOURNAMENT AND GETTING ASKED AT WEIGH-IN ‘YOU 

WERE OUT THERE TODAY IN THOSE CONDITIONS IN THAT BOAT?’ I ALWAYS SAY  

IT'S A REGULATOR THING
I have had my 23 for 6 weeks…I have an appointment with the physical therapist 

to treat strained smile muscles! John Millette The weather in the Northeast is like no   

other. Thank you, Regulator, for building such a solid platform to get us home safely. 

Eddie Trzepacz I trust my equipment 100%. It’s all about safety, that’s why I own a Regulator @jimgahm  
Share what you think — tag us on social with #regulatorboats 



REGULATOR
Since 1988, quality has been at the core of our Legendary 

Ride. We don’t cut corners. We don’t compromise. And 

our founding principles remain the same today as they 

did then: consistency in every build. That’s why renowned 

Naval Architect Lou Codega still designs every one of our 

boats. It’s also why we plan every detail, ensuring quality 

before delivery. Above deck, that means the features, fit 

and finish that give you the comfort you deserve. Below 

deck, it means stability without sacrificing speed. It all 

adds up to a center console sportfisher built to handle the 

unpredictable offshore environment with ease.

alwaysA
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Extra tall gunwales with  
360-degree coaming pads  
for fishability, comfort, and safety

Signature Deep Vee hull  
slices through any condition to 

deliver a smooth and dry ride 

Our weight and depth  
deliver a lower center of gravity  
for better performance offshore

FOR ONE SIGNATURE RIDEIT ALL COMES TOGETHER

Bracket-mounted engines  
for greater running surface and 
less resistance in any condition
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Quality isn’t just about one thing—it’s the space where design, 

functionality, and durability come together. The tests we run, 

the processes we maintain, and the enhancements we make 

are made with purpose. This approach means that when we 

integrate new features, we do it without compromise. And we 

never sacrifice the fit, finish and ride that make a Regulator,  

a Regulator.

“As my boat was built, I received the equivalent of nautical 

sonograms from the factory with each stage of construction. 

The hull being pulled from the mold, the stringer being 

installed, the hull liner and deck cap being put in place.  

I remember getting choked up as the shrink wrap was  

removed, realizing that this beautiful piece of engineering  

was mine.” — Regulator 23 Owner Frank Saccente

quality is

SIGNATURE
OUR



HOW WE WORK Our customer support team is here to make sure 

each and every owner gets the best Regulator ride, and everything 

that goes along with it. Have a question about your equipment? 

Call us. Suggestion to make your experience better? Tell us. Our 

team of experts is here to listen, and we’re always working to give 

you more. That’s why we consistently win the National Marine 

Manufacturers Association CSI (Customer Service Index) Award 

for the highest level of customer satisfaction. It’s also why our 

manufacturing processes have been certified at the highest levels, 

delivering incredible resale value and a warranty redemption that 

is consistently less than 1%.

 plan 
your 
  visit

Schedule a tour of our 

new Edenton factory to 

see the signature build 

up close and learn why 

every detail matters. Our 

doors are always open.

    Become part of the family and build your boat at regulatormarine.com



Equipped with features to meet every offshore need. Aft mezzanine 

seat with prep and tackle center and overhead SureShade® provide 

additional cockpit seating without compromising fishing amenities. 

Serious anglers will love the optional Taco® Grand Slam outrigger 

bases with 20’ HD Carbon Fiber telescoping poles and huge livewell 

and fishbox capacity. Easy tower access makes the dual helm even 

more attractive. And below deck, the cabin comes with a galley 

kitchen, double berth, and spacious head with shower, allowing you 

to accommodate friends and family with ease.
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Follow the fun @regulatormarine



What weekends are all about—designed to entertain and pursue the 

offshore catch in comfort. Find relaxation and convenience at every 

turn with starboard boarding and dive door, wraparound Starboard 

Seating, and sleeping berth. Add the watersports tow bar for family 

fun and cockpit SureShade® to play all day. Choose the optional 

Cockpit Galley with grill and refrigerator or the 3X Deluxe Livewell/

Tackle Center to fish all day. Plenty of rod storage, 350-gallon fuel tank, 

and various power options bring your experience to the next level.
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Schedule a sea trial with your local dealer at regulatormarine.com

3434SSSS



A true center console, designed to maximize space and rival its 39-foot 

competitors. Fish for days with plenty of storage, including 42-gallon 

transom livewell, 220-quart transom fishbox, 400-quart cockpit  

in-deck fishbox, and optional Taco® Grand Slam outrigger bases  

with Carbon Fiber telescoping poles. The berth sleeps two and has 

abundant rod rack storage. Plus, the starboard boarding and dive  

door, optional SureShade®, and various tackle center and power 

options make this a fisherman’s favorite again and again.
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Visit regulatormarine.com and schedule a factory tour



Hit the sweet spot between classic Regulator style and true innovation 

with more than 36 feet in length overall. Twin Yamaha F300s or 

XF425s give you the power and control to handle beautifully in any 

waters. Going fishing? The massive cockpit and oversized tackle center, 

multiple fishboxes, transom livewell, and optional Taco® Grand Slam 

outrigger bases deliver everything you need for a serious day on the 

water. Kicking back? Enjoy plenty of deck space, starboard boarding 

and dive door, integrated forward seat backrests, and optional cockpit 

SureShade® to maximize comfort offshore.
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Big boat features now come standard at regulatormarine.com  



With its sharp bow entry and signature soft ride, the 28 is built for 

offshore action. Deluxe tackle center, seatback rod holders, and 

optional T-Top rocket launchers create an ideal rigging station for 

anglers and put all your tackle within perfect reach. Use the transom 

walkthrough tuna door for boarding and fishing, and kick back with 

integrated flush-folding transom seat and forward seat backrests. 

Add extra comfort with options including the cockpit SureShade® and 

dual-height pedestal table with filler cushion for the ultimate day on 

the water, every single time.
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Build it your way at regulatormarine.com

2828
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Beautiful lines and ultimate performance in a mid-size boat that delivers 

a big ride. With great speed and fantastic fuel economy, you’re free to 

fish the canyons in comfort or bring the family aboard for fun. Enjoy 

spacious seating, ample storage, freshwater transom shower, and 

standard head, plus new Fusion® entertainment, Yamaha Multifunction 

Digital Electronic Controls and Touchscreen Display. Standard 

features include transom walkthrough tuna door, digital electric 

steering with tilt helm, and everything you need for more offshore.



Imagine, play, and build yours at regulatormarine.com



Whether you’re ready for a serious offshore run or a casual day closer 

to shore, you’re covered. Big game fishing benefits include a transom 

walkthrough tuna door, 46-gallon fishbox/livewell, 350-quart in-deck 

fishbox, convenient rigging station, and plenty of storage. Abundant 

seating, built-in coolers, and a suite of optional amenities including 

through stem bow roller, head with holding tank, watersports tow 

bar, and forward Sun Shade give you everything you need to make 

the most of your time on the water.
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Explore more online at regulatormarine.com

2323



Our new crossover is built for adventure. That means easy access to 

lakes, bays, and skinny waters, plus the capability to head offshore 

when the time is right. More than 122-square-feet of deck space, 

spacious seating, and generous storage provide fishability and family 

comfort. Integrated flush-folding cockpit seats convert to a casting 

platform, with the option to add a 10-foot Power Pole Blade for shallow 

water anchoring and versatile Minn Kota® trolling motor. Built-in coolers, 

stand-up head compartment, and optional removable watersports 

tow bar allow you to stay and play until the sun goes down.
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Learn more about our new XO Series at regulatormarine.com 

2626xoxo
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The latest addition to Regulator’s XO family delivers everything you 

need in a center console crossover. Anglers will love the abundant 

deck space, forward and aft casting platforms, standard livewell, and 

in-deck fishbox. Family comfort comes standard with built-in coolers, 

stand-up head, and forward seating with flip-up backrests. Options 

like the hydraulic jackplate, Minn Kota® trolling motor and 10-foot 

Power Pole Blade make shallow-water maneuvering easy for fishing 

or sandbar fun. Removable watersports tow bar, and forward or rear 

Sun Shade mean you can make the most of your time offshore.
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EASY
ACCESS
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Custom colors available in addition to White. 

CHOOSE YOUR GELCOAT

Navy/Charcoal/Navy

Navy/Peacock Blue/Navy Navy/Blue/Navy

Navy/Red/Navy Red/Red/Red

Red/White/Red Charcoal/Magnesium/Charcoal

Black/Black/Black White/Charcoal/White

Navy/Navy/Navy

Regulator boats have 2 5/8" Triple Striping Overall:  
3/8" Top Color, 1/4" Middle Color, and 1 3/4" Bottom Color.

ADD YOUR BOOT STRIPE

Navy/White/Navy

Peacock Blue/Navy/Peacock Blue

Red/Navy/Red

Black/Charcoal/Black

White/White/White

BUILD YOUR BOAT REGULATORMARINE.COM

Carolina Blue

Seafoam

Abaco Sky Backcove

Regulator Red

Storm Gray

Flag Blue Gulfstream Blue

Shark Gray Laguna Blue

Sunset Orange Aqua Shoal
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Gelcoat, stripe, and canvas colors are approximate

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CANVAS

Seating and Helm CoverForward Sun Shade

Aqua Blue

Natural

Sky Blue

Navy

Black Deep Gray

Red

Sand Pacific Blue

All colors available for forward Sun Shade, rear Sun Shade and cockpit  
SureShade®. All canvas colors except black available for console, helm  
and seating covers. 

Optional Hull-Matched T-Top underside. Custom colors also available.



Quad Yamaha XF425s
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Single Yamaha XF425

Twin Yamaha XF425s

Every Regulator on the water today is powered by Yamaha for dependability and peak performance at every turn, 
with XTO offshore power now available on more models than ever before. The new Helm Master® EX (available 
on select models) is packed with additional features and offers a more responsive experience. Helm Master® EX 
Joystick with Multimode Set Point™ and EX Autopilot with Waypoint Deceleration work together seamlessly to 
offer better ergonomics and elevated functionality. Slow your approach to favorite fishing grounds, sandbars 
and other marks, then shift easily to maintain position for rigging baits, setting up for watersports, and more.

Check out your options by model at regulatormarine.com

POWER YOUR RIDE
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NAVIGATE 
ANY WATERS

Factory-installed Garmin® electronics are rigged and wired  
to perfection with brighter displays and best-in-class technology 
so you’re ready to ride. 

Multi-touch widescreen chartplotter/sonar displays are 
standard across all models. Upgrades including Garmin® 
GXM 54 SiriusXM® Marine Weather Receiver, GMR™ 24 xHD 
and Fantom 24 Marine Dome Radar, plus various GMR™  
Open-Array Radar options allow you to head out with the 
information you need and find fish faster.

Plus, our new console layout features a sleek look and more 
functionality with Integrated Switch Panel & LED Push Button 
Switches.

New console layout varies by model 
Regulator 28 pictured at right, 41 pictured below
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Spacious seating at the helm and tackle centers 
designed by fishermen for fishermen make every 
option the perfect catch. Regulator’s Deluxe Tackle 
Centers feature decked-out rigging stations and 
generous storage compartments. The Cockpit 
Galley option includes refrigerator, sink, prep 
station, and grill. And every boat in our fleet 
ensures your comfort with new eco-friendly 
upholstery, captain and companion seating with 
flip-up bolsters, and individual footrests with 
SoftGrip footrail on all helm seats.

3X Deluxe Mezzanine Tackle Center is now 
available on the Regulator 31, 34, and 34SS 
(pictured left). This new design increases comfort 
and seating without sacrificing fishability, and it’s 
still compatible with the popular Seakeeper® 2 
option.

Features include aft-facing mezzanine seating for 
two with recessed footrest, folding armrests with 
cup holders, and cockpit tackle storage. Plus, 
add the 3X Deluxe Mezzanine Rod Holder option 
for dual-flanking rocket launchers that hold up to 
four rods – with easy access when the bite is hot.

SEATING
TACKLE

STORAGE



3x
DELUXE

4x
41 STANDARD

2X Deluxe Seating 
Optional on 25, 23

2X Deluxe Tackle Center 
Optional on 25, 23  

 4X Deluxe Cockpit Seating with Tackle 
Center plus Retractable Galley and Grill

4X Deluxe Helm Seating with Armrests 
and Individual Footrests

2x
DELUXE

4X Deluxe Forward Settee with Built-In 
Insulated Forward Cooler

3X Deluxe Seating 
Standard on 34SS, 34, 31

3X Deluxe Tackle Center 
Standard on 34SS, 34, 31
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Dry Storage/Insulated Fishbox 
Standard on all models  

Console Seating for Two with Bolster, 
Armrest, and Center Cup Holders

Deluxe Tackle Center with ample 
Storage and Seatback Rocket Launchers

Dual-Height Pedestal Table with Filler 
Cushion and Table/Pedestal Storage

STANDARD
28



XO SERIES
STANDARD

Cockpit Galley 
Optional on 34SS, 34

SUPER
SPORT

SuperSport Tackle Center 
Standard on 25, 23, 24XO

SuperSport Leaning Post Seating
Standard on 25, 23, 24XO
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Dove Gray Upholstery with Pewter 
Welting

24XO Flush-Folding Rear Cockpit Seats  
with Bilge Access Converts to Solid Aft 
Casting Platform

26XO Solid Aft Casting Platform
Converts to Rear Cockpit Seats

Forward Seating with Flip-Up Backrests
26XO, 24XO

FISH. CHILL. GRILL.

COCKPIT
GALLEY



Integrated Flush-Folding Transom Seat
Standard on all models, except XOs

Starboard Seating
Standard on 34SS

Integrated Forward Seat Backrests
Standard on 41, 34SS, 34, 31, 28, XOs

Forward Seating/Storage
Standard on all models

Fiberglass Table 
(Converts to Sun Bed with Cushions)
Optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 25, 23

Removable Forward Seating Backrests 
Optional on 25, 23

Fiberglass Table with Flushmount 
Electric Motor (Converts to Sun Bed 
with Cushions) Standard on 41

Sun Bed with Cushions  
(Converts to Fiberglass Table)
Optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 25, 23

Console Seat with Insulated Cooler 
Standard on 31, 28, 25, 23, XOs

Starboard Boarding and Dive Door
Standard on 41, 34SS, 34, 31

Cockpit Hatch for Mechanical Access 
Standard on all models (XO access varies)

Transom Walkthrough Tuna Door
Standard on 28, 25, 23 
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T-Top Rocket Launchers  
Optional on all models, except 41
Placement may vary – see details at right

Topside T-Top Rocket Launchers 
Option for models with standard or 
optional SureShade® (see left)

Cockpit SureShade®
Standard on 41
Optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 28

Dual Station Tower 
Optional on 41

Taco® Grand Slam Outriggers
Optional on all models, except 24XO

Through Stem Bow Roller with Anchor, 
Chain, Windlass & Remote Switch 
Standard on 41  
Optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 28, 25, 23

Forward Sun Shade
Optional on all models

ALL ABOUT YOUR OPTIONS

Recessed Console Storage Trays with 
Dash Brow
Available on various models

Classic T-Top Rocket Launchers 
Optional on all models w/o SureShade®
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Removable Watersports Tow Bar
Optional on 31, 28, 25, 23, XOs

Bracket Matched to Hull Color  
Optional on all models, except XOs

Synthetic Teak Bracket Mat 
Standard on 41 
Optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 28, 25, 23

Factory-Installed Garmin® GXM 54 
SiriusXM® Marine Weather Receiver 
Upgrade Optional on all models

Multi-Colored Underwater LED Lights 
Set of 2, available in multiple colors  
Optional on 41, 34SS, 34, 31, 28, 25

FLIR™ M232 Thermal Camera  
Optional on 41, 34SS, 34, 31

Bucket Holder with YETI® Buckets 
Optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 28, 25, 23

Entertainment Upgrade Package
Fusion® dynamically calibrated system
Standard on 41 
Optional on all other models

Yamaha Helm Master® with Set Point™ 
Standard on 41
Optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 28

Phender Pro™ w/ 4 Quick-Release 
Fender Cleats
Optional on all models

EdsonTM Wheel with Power Knob 
Standard on 41, 41 Tower, 34SS, 34, 31 
Optional on 28, 25, 23, XOs

EdsonTM Elite Carbon Wheel with  
Power Knob 
Optional on 41, 41 Tower, 34SS, 34, 31

Choose your options at regulatormarine.com



Gelcoat quality beyond compare to weather the 
offshore environment. See options on Page 26.

ALWAYS MORE OPTIONS
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Exhilarating performance in every ride. With options
to suit your needs at regulatormarine.com

Fusion® Entertainment is now standard on all models. 
The award-winning Fusion Apollo™ series features 
Wi-Fi audio streaming, Apple AirPlay® 2, DSP & more. 
Plus, choose the Entertainment Upgrade package for 
additional speakers & options.

Inductive Smartphone Charger for wireless charging. 
Available on all models.



New technology, more flexibility, ultimate functionality
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Combo Cup Holder Rod Holder now available on  
all models.

Rigid® Spreader Lights integrated into the T-Top  
for best-in-class lighting and a seamless look.  
Standard on all models.

Rigid® LED Lightbar SR-L Series Marine 20” LED 
Lightbar in White Light w/ Blue Halo delivers superior 
navigational lighting. Available on all models.

NEW! Helm Master® EX Yamaha’s next generation 
of maneuverability, ease and precision is here. Helm 
Master® EX Joystick with Multimode Set Point™ and 
EX Autopilot offer better ergonomics and elevated 
functionality. Waypoint Deceleration allows you 
to slow your approach to favorite fishing grounds. 
Includes Electronic Key Switch with Wireless Fob. 
Standard on 41; optional on 34SS, 34, 31, 28
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REGULATOR 
NATION Instagram, Facebook

YouTube
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Join Regulator fans & owners on



REGULATOR 
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Specifications, standards, options,  
and availability are accurate at time  
of printing and subject to change. 

Please see your dealer for details,  
or contact us for more information. 

Photo credit  
Billy Black, Deep See Visuals,  
Bryan Goulart, Jeremy Groves,  
Bobby Layden, Ryan Streveler, and  
countless Regulator customers and fans 

Special thanks to Accurate Fishing Reels,  
AFTCO, Gill Marine, HIHO, Kona Kai Resort,  
Sunswell, Vineyard Vines, and all of  
our photo shoot partners

Regulator Marine, Inc.  
PO Box 49, Edenton, NC 27932 
252.482.3837

© Regulator Marine, Inc. 2021
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Regulator 26xo

Regulator 41 Regulator 34 & 34SS

Regulator 31 Regulator 28

Regulator 25 Regulator 23

Regulator 24xo

TIME TO BUILD YOURS

XO SERIES

OFFSHORE
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WE BUILD THE BEST CENTER CONSOLE SPORTFISHING BOATS  
WITH PEOPLE, PROCESSES, AND RESOURCES TO HONOR GOD.

OUR MISSION



REGULATORMARINE.COM
 BUILD YOURS TODAY

#offshorelife252.482.3837  |  Edenton, NC  |  regulatormarine.com


